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Magnetic car holderJoyroom JR-ZS366

Joyroom JR-ZS366 magnetic car mount.
JR-ZS366 is a magnetic car mount that has adjustable legs - you can change the angle at which they are positioned to better fit a given
surface.  Thanks  to  the  use  of  20  N52  magnets,  which  guarantee  and  stability  of  your  device  while  driving.  To  make  your  trip  more
comfortable you can adjust the holder to the most convenient angles - the range of side-to-side movement is 180 degrees, and you can
also rotate the attached device by 360 degrees. 
 
Versatility 
Built-in adjustable legs are a feature that significantly increases the convenience of using the mount. You can freely change the angle of
the legs, which allows you to optimally position the handle according to your individual preferences. This is especially important when the
surface  of  the  dashboard  or  other  mounting  location  is  not  perfectly  flat.  Adjusting  the  legs  eliminates  the  frustrating  problem  of  an
unstable grip, ensuring that your phone will be safe while driving.
 
Safety 
The  safety  of  your  device  is  a  priority,  which  is  why  the  JR-ZS366 uses  20  powerful  N52-class  magnets.  These  magnets  provide  solid
stability,  keeping your  phone securely  in  place even during turbulence while  driving.  With  this  technology,  you can be sure  that  your
smartphone will stay securely in place, even on rough roads.
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Driving comfort 
The JR-ZS366 is not only concerned with safety, but also with travel comfort. The mount allows you to adjust the 180-degree side-to-side
angle, so you can find the most comfortable screen position. In addition, the full 360-degree rotation of the attached device gives you full
freedom to rotate and adjust your view while traveling.
 
Set contents 
Holder x 1
User manual x 1
Metal ring x 2 
Alignment card x 1
Separation film x 1
Cleaning kit x 1 
Grille clip x 1
	Brand 
	Joyroom 
	Model 
	JR-ZS366
	Color 
	Black 
	Material 
	PC ABS, Nylon 
	Fits phones 
	4.7-7.0

Price:

€ 10.41
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